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Artificial Intelligence with Python Prateek Joshi 2017-01-27 Build real-world Artificial Intelligence
applications with Python to intelligently interact with the world around you About This Book Step into the
amazing world of intelligent apps using this comprehensive guide Enter the world of Artificial Intelligence,
explore it, and create your own applications Work through simple yet insightful examples that will get you
up and running with Artificial Intelligence in no time Who This Book Is For This book is for Python
developers who want to build real-world Artificial Intelligence applications. This book is friendly to Python
beginners, but being familiar with Python would be useful to play around with the code. It will also be
useful for experienced Python programmers who are looking to use Artificial Intelligence techniques in
their existing technology stacks. What You Will Learn Realize different classification and regression
techniques Understand the concept of clustering and how to use it to automatically segment data See how
to build an intelligent recommender system Understand logic programming and how to use it Build
automatic speech recognition systems Understand the basics of heuristic search and genetic programming
Develop games using Artificial Intelligence Learn how reinforcement learning works Discover how to build
intelligent applications centered on images, text, and time series data See how to use deep learning
algorithms and build applications based on it In Detail Artificial Intelligence is becoming increasingly
relevant in the modern world where everything is driven by technology and data. It is used extensively
across many fields such as search engines, image recognition, robotics, finance, and so on. We will explore
various real-world scenarios in this book and you'll learn about various algorithms that can be used to build
Artificial Intelligence applications. During the course of this book, you will find out how to make informed
decisions about what algorithms to use in a given context. Starting from the basics of Artificial Intelligence,
you will learn how to develop various building blocks using different data mining techniques. You will see
how to implement different algorithms to get the best possible results, and will understand how to apply
them to real-world scenarios. If you want to add an intelligence layer to any application that's based on
images, text, stock market, or some other form of data, this exciting book on Artificial Intelligence will
definitely be your guide! Style and approach This highly practical book will show you how to implement
Artificial Intelligence. The book provides multiple examples enabling you to create smart applications to
meet the needs of your organization. In every chapter, we explain an algorithm, implement it, and then
build a smart application.
Web Scraping with Python Ryan Mitchell 2015-06-15 Learn web scraping and crawling techniques to
access unlimited data from any web source in any format. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how to use
Python scripts and web APIs to gather and process data from thousands—or even millions—of web pages at
once. Ideal for programmers, security professionals, and web administrators familiar with Python, this book
not only teaches basic web scraping mechanics, but also delves into more advanced topics, such as
analyzing raw data or using scrapers for frontend website testing. Code samples are available to help you
understand the concepts in practice. Learn how to parse complicated HTML pages Traverse multiple pages
and sites Get a general overview of APIs and how they work Learn several methods for storing the data you
scrape Download, read, and extract data from documents Use tools and techniques to clean badly formatted
data Read and write natural languages Crawl through forms and logins Understand how to scrape
JavaScript Learn image processing and text recognition
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Python for Everybody Charles R. Severance 2016-04-09 Python for Everybody is designed to introduce
students to programming and software development through the lens of exploring data. You can think of
the Python programming language as your tool to solve data problems that are beyond the capability of a
spreadsheet.Python is an easy to use and easy to learn programming language that is freely available on
Macintosh, Windows, or Linux computers. So once you learn Python you can use it for the rest of your
career without needing to purchase any software.This book uses the Python 3 language. The earlier Python
2 version of this book is titled "Python for Informatics: Exploring Information".There are free downloadable
electronic copies of this book in various formats and supporting materials for the book at
www.pythonlearn.com. The course materials are available to you under a Creative Commons License so you
can adapt them to teach your own Python course.
Programming Computer Vision with Python Jan Erik Solem 2012-06-19 If you want a basic understanding of
computer vision’s underlying theory and algorithms, this hands-on introduction is the ideal place to start.
You’ll learn techniques for object recognition, 3D reconstruction, stereo imaging, augmented reality, and
other computer vision applications as you follow clear examples written in Python. Programming Computer
Vision with Python explains computer vision in broad terms that won’t bog you down in theory. You get
complete code samples with explanations on how to reproduce and build upon each example, along with
exercises to help you apply what you’ve learned. This book is ideal for students, researchers, and
enthusiasts with basic programming and standard mathematical skills. Learn techniques used in robot
navigation, medical image analysis, and other computer vision applications Work with image mappings and
transforms, such as texture warping and panorama creation Compute 3D reconstructions from several
images of the same scene Organize images based on similarity or content, using clustering methods Build
efficient image retrieval techniques to search for images based on visual content Use algorithms to classify
image content and recognize objects Access the popular OpenCV library through a Python interface
Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, 2nd Edition Al Sweigart 2019-11-12 The second edition of this
best-selling Python book (over 500,000 copies sold!) uses Python 3 to teach even the technically uninclined
how to write programs that do in minutes what would take hours to do by hand. There is no prior
programming experience required and the book is loved by liberal arts majors and geeks alike. If you've
ever spent hours renaming files or updating hundreds of spreadsheet cells, you know how tedious tasks like
these can be. But what if you could have your computer do them for you? In this fully revised second edition
of the best-selling classic Automate the Boring Stuff with Python, you'll learn how to use Python to write
programs that do in minutes what would take you hours to do by hand--no prior programming experience
required. You'll learn the basics of Python and explore Python's rich library of modules for performing
specific tasks, like scraping data off websites, reading PDF and Word documents, and automating clicking
and typing tasks. The second edition of this international fan favorite includes a brand-new chapter on input
validation, as well as tutorials on automating Gmail and Google Sheets, plus tips on automatically updating
CSV files. You'll learn how to create programs that effortlessly perform useful feats of automation to: •
Search for text in a file or across multiple files • Create, update, move, and rename files and folders •
Search the Web and download online content • Update and format data in Excel spreadsheets of any size •
Split, merge, watermark, and encrypt PDFs • Send email responses and text notifications • Fill out online
forms Step-by-step instructions walk you through each program, and updated practice projects at the end
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of each chapter challenge you to improve those programs and use your newfound skills to automate similar
tasks. Don't spend your time doing work a well-trained monkey could do. Even if you've never written a line
of code, you can make your computer do the grunt work. Learn how in Automate the Boring Stuff with
Python, 2nd Edition.
Python Tricks Dan Bader 2017 "I don't even feel like I've scratched the surface of what I can do with
Python" With Python Tricks: The Book you'll discover Python's best practices and the power of beautiful &
Pythonic code with simple examples and a step-by-step narrative. You'll get one step closer to mastering
Python, so you can write beautiful and idiomatic code that comes to you naturally. Learning the ins and
outs of Python is difficult-and with this book you'll be able to focus on the practical skills that really matter.
Discover the "hidden gold" in Python's standard library and start writing clean and Pythonic code today.
Who Should Read This Book: If you're wondering which lesser known parts in Python you should know
about, you'll get a roadmap with this book. Discover cool (yet practical!) Python tricks and blow your
coworkers' minds in your next code review. If you've got experience with legacy versions of Python, the
book will get you up to speed with modern patterns and features introduced in Python 3 and backported to
Python 2. If you've worked with other programming languages and you want to get up to speed with
Python, you'll pick up the idioms and practical tips you need to become a confident and effective Pythonista.
If you want to make Python your own and learn how to write clean and Pythonic code, you'll discover best
practices and little-known tricks to round out your knowledge. What Python Developers Say About The
Book: "I kept thinking that I wished I had access to a book like this when I started learning Python many
years ago." - Mariatta Wijaya, Python Core Developer "This book makes you write better Python code!" Bob Belderbos, Software Developer at Oracle "Far from being just a shallow collection of snippets, this
book will leave the attentive reader with a deeper understanding of the inner workings of Python as well as
an appreciation for its beauty." - Ben Felder, Pythonista "It's like having a seasoned tutor explaining, well,
tricks!" - Daniel Meyer, Sr. Desktop Administrator at Tesla Inc.
Curso de programación Python Arturo Montejo Ráez 2019
Text Analytics with Python Dipanjan Sarkar 2016-11-30 Derive useful insights from your data using Python.
You will learn both basic and advanced concepts, including text and language syntax, structure, and
semantics. You will focus on algorithms and techniques, such as text classification, clustering, topic
modeling, and text summarization. Text Analytics with Python teaches you the techniques related to natural
language processing and text analytics, and you will gain the skills to know which technique is best suited
to solve a particular problem. You will look at each technique and algorithm with both a bird's eye view to
understand how it can be used as well as with a microscopic view to understand the mathematical concepts
and to implement them to solve your own problems. What You Will Learn: Understand the major concepts
and techniques of natural language processing (NLP) and text analytics, including syntax and structure
Build a text classification system to categorize news articles, analyze app or game reviews using topic
modeling and text summarization, and cluster popular movie synopses and analyze the sentiment of movie
reviews Implement Python and popular open source libraries in NLP and text analytics, such as the natural
language toolkit (nltk), gensim, scikit-learn, spaCy and Pattern Who This Book Is For : IT professionals,
analysts, developers, linguistic experts, data scientists, and anyone with a keen interest in linguistics,
analytics, and generating insights from textual data
Learning Robotics Using Python Lentin Joseph 2015-05-27 If you are an engineer, a researcher, or a
hobbyist, and you are interested in robotics and want to build your own robot, this book is for you. Readers
are assumed to be new to robotics but should have experience with Python.
Introduction to Scientific Programming with Python Joakim Sundnes 2020 This open access book offers an
initial introduction to programming for scientific and computational applications using the Python
programming language. The presentation style is compact and example-based, making it suitable for
students and researchers with little or no prior experience in programming. The book uses relevant
examples from mathematics and the natural sciences to present programming as a practical toolbox that
can quickly enable readers to write their own programs for data processing and mathematical modeling.
These tools include file reading, plotting, simple text analysis, and using NumPy for numerical
computations, which are fundamental building blocks of all programs in data science and computational
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science. At the same time, readers are introduced to the fundamental concepts of programming, including
variables, functions, loops, classes, and object-oriented programming. Accordingly, the book provides a
sound basis for further computer science and programming studies.
Learn Python 3 the Hard Way Zed A. Shaw 2017-06-26 You Will Learn Python 3! Zed Shaw has perfected
the world’s best system for learning Python 3. Follow it and you will succeed—just like the millions of
beginners Zed has taught to date! You bring the discipline, commitment, and persistence; the author
supplies everything else. In Learn Python 3 the Hard Way, you’ll learn Python by working through 52
brilliantly crafted exercises. Read them. Type their code precisely. (No copying and pasting!) Fix your
mistakes. Watch the programs run. As you do, you’ll learn how a computer works; what good programs look
like; and how to read, write, and think about code. Zed then teaches you even more in 5+ hours of video
where he shows you how to break, fix, and debug your code—live, as he’s doing the exercises. Install a
complete Python environment Organize and write code Fix and break code Basic mathematics Variables
Strings and text Interact with users Work with files Looping and logic Data structures using lists and
dictionaries Program design Object-oriented programming Inheritance and composition Modules, classes,
and objects Python packaging Automated testing Basic game development Basic web development It’ll be
hard at first. But soon, you’ll just get it—and that will feel great! This course will reward you for every
minute you put into it. Soon, you’ll know one of the world’s most powerful, popular programming
languages. You’ll be a Python programmer. This Book Is Perfect For Total beginners with zero
programming experience Junior developers who know one or two languages Returning professionals who
haven’t written code in years Seasoned professionals looking for a fast, simple, crash course in Python 3
The Grammar of Graphics Leland Wilkinson 2013-03-09 Written for statisticians, computer scientists,
geographers, research and applied scientists, and others interested in visualizing data, this book presents a
unique foundation for producing almost every quantitative graphic found in scientific journals, newspapers,
statistical packages, and data visualization systems. It was designed for a distributed computing
environment, with special attention given to conserving computer code and system resources. While the
tangible result of this work is a Java production graphics library, the text focuses on the deep structures
involved in producing quantitative graphics from data. It investigates the rules that underlie pie charts, bar
charts, scatterplots, function plots, maps, mosaics, and radar charts. These rules are abstracted from the
work of Bertin, Cleveland, Kosslyn, MacEachren, Pinker, Tufte, Tukey, Tobler, and other theorists of
quantitative graphics.
A Primer on Scientific Programming with Python Hans Petter Langtangen 2016-07-28 The book serves
as a first introduction to computer programming of scientific applications, using the high-level Python
language. The exposition is example and problem-oriented, where the applications are taken from
mathematics, numerical calculus, statistics, physics, biology and finance. The book teaches "Matlab-style"
and procedural programming as well as object-oriented programming. High school mathematics is a
required background and it is advantageous to study classical and numerical one-variable calculus in
parallel with reading this book. Besides learning how to program computers, the reader will also learn how
to solve mathematical problems, arising in various branches of science and engineering, with the aid of
numerical methods and programming. By blending programming, mathematics and scientific applications,
the book lays a solid foundation for practicing computational science. From the reviews: Langtangen ...
does an excellent job of introducing programming as a set of skills in problem solving. He guides the reader
into thinking properly about producing program logic and data structures for modeling real-world problems
using objects and functions and embracing the object-oriented paradigm. ... Summing Up: Highly
recommended. F. H. Wild III, Choice, Vol. 47 (8), April 2010 Those of us who have learned scientific
programming in Python ‘on the streets’ could be a little jealous of students who have the opportunity to
take a course out of Langtangen’s Primer.” John D. Cook, The Mathematical Association of America,
September 2011 This book goes through Python in particular, and programming in general, via tasks that
scientists will likely perform. It contains valuable information for students new to scientific computing and
would be the perfect bridge between an introduction to programming and an advanced course on numerical
methods or computational science. Alex Small, IEEE, CiSE Vol. 14 (2), March /April 2012 “This fourth
edition is a wonderful, inclusive textbook that covers pretty much everything one needs to know to go from
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zero to fairly sophisticated scientific programming in Python...” Joan Horvath, Computing Reviews, March
2015
The Hitchhiker's Guide to Python Kenneth Reitz 2016-08-30 The Hitchhiker's Guide to Python takes the
journeyman Pythonista to true expertise. More than any other language, Python was created with the
philosophy of simplicity and parsimony. Now 25 years old, Python has become the primary or secondary
language (after SQL) for many business users. With popularity comes diversity—and possibly dilution. This
guide, collaboratively written by over a hundred members of the Python community, describes best
practices currently used by package and application developers. Unlike other books for this audience, The
Hitchhiker’s Guide is light on reusable code and heavier on design philosophy, directing the reader to
excellent sources that already exist.
Think DSP Allen B. Downey 2016-07-12 If you understand basic mathematics and know how to program
with Python, you’re ready to dive into signal processing. While most resources start with theory to teach
this complex subject, this practical book introduces techniques by showing you how they’re applied in the
real world. In the first chapter alone, you’ll be able to decompose a sound into its harmonics, modify the
harmonics, and generate new sounds. Author Allen Downey explains techniques such as spectral
decomposition, filtering, convolution, and the Fast Fourier Transform. This book also provides exercises
and code examples to help you understand the material. You’ll explore: Periodic signals and their
spectrums Harmonic structure of simple waveforms Chirps and other sounds whose spectrum changes over
time Noise signals and natural sources of noise The autocorrelation function for estimating pitch The
discrete cosine transform (DCT) for compression The Fast Fourier Transform for spectral analysis Relating
operations in time to filters in the frequency domain Linear time-invariant (LTI) system theory Amplitude
modulation (AM) used in radio Other books in this series include Think Stats and Think Bayes, also by Allen
Downey.
Python for Excel Felix Zumstein 2021-03-04 While Excel remains ubiquitous in the business world, recent
Microsoft feedback forums are full of requests to include Python as an Excel scripting language. In fact, it's
the top feature requested. What makes this combination so compelling? In this hands-on guide, Felix
Zumstein--creator of xlwings, a popular open source package for automating Excel with Python--shows
experienced Excel users how to integrate these two worlds efficiently. Excel has added quite a few new
capabilities over the past couple of years, but its automation language, VBA, stopped evolving a long time
ago. Many Excel power users have already adopted Python for daily automation tasks. This guide gets you
started. Use Python without extensive programming knowledge Get started with modern tools, including
Jupyter notebooks and Visual Studio code Use pandas to acquire, clean, and analyze data and replace
typical Excel calculations Automate tedious tasks like consolidation of Excel workbooks and production of
Excel reports Use xlwings to build interactive Excel tools that use Python as a calculation engine Connect
Excel to databases and CSV files and fetch data from the internet using Python code Use Python as a single
tool to replace VBA, Power Query, and Power Pivot
Python 3 Mark Summerfield 2009-06-30 Python 3 es, hasta la fecha, la mejor versión de este lenguaje: es
más potente, práctico, consistente y expresivo que cualquier versión anterior. Ahora, el destacado
programador de Python, Mark Summerfield, nos demuestra cómo codificar aprovechando todas las
características y estilos de esta nueva versión. En este libro se reúnen todos los conocimientos necesarios
para escribir cualquier programa, utilizar cualquier biblioteca Python 3 estándar o de un tercero, y crear
nuevos módulos de bibliotecas propias. Este manual trata áreas tan interesantes como la creación de
paquetes y módulos a medida, la escritura y lectura de archivos binarios, de texto y XML, la creación de
aplicaciones GUI útiles y eficientes o técnicas de programación avanzada, como generadores, decoradores
de clase y función, administradores de contexto, etc.
Create GUI Applications with Python & Qt5 (PySide2 Edition) Martin Fitzpatrick 2020-06-26 Building
desktop applications doesn't have to be difficult. Using Python & Qt5 you can create fully functional
desktop apps in minutes. This is the 4th Edition of Create GUI Applications, updated for 2020 & PySide2
Starting from the very basics, this book takes you on a tour of the key features of PySide you can use to
build real-life applications. Learn the fundamental building blocks of PySide applications — Widgets,
Layouts & Signals and learn how PySide uses the event loop to handle and respond to user input. Design
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beautiful UIs with Qt Designer and customize the look and feel of your applications with Qt Style Sheets
and custom widgets. Use Qt's MVC-like ModelViews framework to connect data sources to your widgets,
including SQL databases, numpy and pandas data tables, to build-data driven application. Visualize data
using matplotlib & PyQtGraph and connect with external data sources to build live dashboards. Learn how
to use threads and processes to manage long-running tasks and communicate with external services. Parse
data and visualize the output in logs and progress bars. The book includes usability and architectural tips to
help you build maintainable and usable PySide2 applications from the start. Finally, once your application is
ready to be released, discover how to package it up into professional-quality installers, ready to ship. The
book includes - 665 pages of hands-on PySide2 exercises - 211 code examples to experiment with - Includes
4 example apps - Compatible with Python 3.4+ - Code free to reuse in your own projects
Invent Your Own Computer Games with Python, 4th Edition Al Sweigart 2016-12-16 Invent Your Own
Computer Games with Python will teach you how to make computer games using the popular Python
programming language—even if you’ve never programmed before! Begin by building classic games like
Hangman, Guess the Number, and Tic-Tac-Toe, and then work your way up to more advanced games, like a
text-based treasure hunting game and an animated collision-dodging game with sound effects. Along the
way, you’ll learn key programming and math concepts that will help you take your game programming to
the next level. Learn how to: –Combine loops, variables, and flow control statements into real working
programs –Choose the right data structures for the job, such as lists, dictionaries, and tuples –Add graphics
and animation to your games with the pygame module –Handle keyboard and mouse input –Program simple
artificial intelligence so you can play against the computer –Use cryptography to convert text messages into
secret code –Debug your programs and find common errors As you work through each game, you’ll build a
solid foundation in Python and an understanding of computer science fundamentals. What new game will
you create with the power of Python? The projects in this book are compatible with Python 3.
Python Tutorial Guido Rossum 2018-06-19 Python is an easy to learn, powerful programming language. It
has efficient high-level data structures and a simple but effective approach to object-oriented programming.
Python's elegant syntax and dynamic typing, together with its interpreted nature, make it an ideal language
for scripting and rapid application development in many areas on most platforms. The Python interpreter
and the extensive standard library are freely available in source or binary form for all major platforms from
the Python Web site, https: //www.python.org/, and may be freely distributed. The same site also contains
distributions of and pointers to many free third party Python modules, programs and tools, and additional
documentation. The Python interpreter is easily extended with new functions and data types implemented
in C or C++ (or other languages callable from C). Python is also suitable as an extension language for
customizable applications. This tutorial introduces the reader informally to the basic concepts and features
of the python language and system. It helps to have a Python interpreter handy for hands-on experience,
but all examples are self contained, so the tutorial can be read off-line as well. For a description of standard
objects and modules, see library-index. reference-index gives a more formal deﬁnition of the language. To
write extensions in C or C++, read extending-index and c-api-index. There are also several books covering
Python in depth. This tutorial does not attempt to be comprehensive and cover every single feature, or even
every commonly used feature. Instead, it introduces many of Python's most noteworthy features, and will
give you a good idea of the language's ﬂavor and style. After reading it, you will be able to read and write
Python modules and programs, and you will be ready to learn more about the various Python library
modules described in library-index. The Glossary is also worth going through.
Beginning Programming with Python For Dummies John Paul Mueller 2018-02-13 The easy way to
learn programming fundamentals with Python Python is a remarkably powerful and dynamic programming
language that's used in a wide variety of application domains. Some of its key distinguishing features
include a very clear, readable syntax, strong introspection capabilities, intuitive object orientation, and
natural expression of procedural code. Plus, Python features full modularity, supporting hierarchical
packages, exception-based error handling, and modules easily written in C, C++, Java, R, or .NET
languages, such as C#. In addition, Python supports a number of coding styles that include: functional,
imperative, object-oriented, and procedural. Due to its ease of use and flexibility, Python is constantly
growing in popularity—and now you can wear your programming hat with pride and join the ranks of the
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pros with the help of this guide. Inside, expert author John Paul Mueller gives a complete step-by-step
overview of all there is to know about Python. From performing common and advanced tasks, to collecting
data, to interacting with package—this book covers it all! Use Python to create and run your first
application Find out how to troubleshoot and fix errors Learn to work with Anaconda and use Magic
Functions Benefit from completely updated and revised information since the last edition If you've never
used Python or are new to programming in general, Beginning Programming with Python For Dummies is a
helpful resource that will set you up for success.
A Byte of Python C. H. C H Swaroop 2017-10-02 The programming language Python was conceived in the
late 1980s, [1] and its implementation was started in December 1989[2] by Guido van Rossum at CWI in the
Netherlands as a successor to the ABC (programming language) capable of exception handling and
interfacing with the Amoeba operating system.[3] Van Rossum is Python's principal author, and his
continuing central role in deciding the direction of Python is reflected in the title given to him by the Python
community, Benevolent Dictator for Life (BDFL).[4][5] Python was named for the BBC TV show Monty
Python's Flying Circus.[6] Python 2.0 was released on October 16, 2000, with many major new features,
including a cycle-detecting garbage collector (in addition to reference counting) for memory management
and support for Unicode. However, the most important change was to the development process itself, with
a shift to a more transparent and community-backed process.[7] Python 3.0, a major, backwardsincompatible release, was released on December 3, 2008[8] after a long period of testing. Many of its major
features have also been backported to the backwards-compatible Python 2.6 and 2.7.[9] In February 1991,
van Rossum published the code (labeled version 0.9.0) to alt.sources.[10] Already present at this stage in
development were classes with inheritance, exception handling, functions, and the core datatypes of list,
dict, str and so on. Also in this initial release was a module system borrowed from Modula-3; Van Rossum
describes the module as "one of Python's major programming units."[1] Python's exception model also
resembles Modula-3's, with the addition of an else clause.[3] In 1994 comp.lang.python, the primary
discussion forum for Python, was formed, marking a milestone in the growth of Python's userbase.[1]
Python reached version 1.0 in January 1994. The major new features included in this release were the
functional programming tools lambda, map, filter and reduce. Van Rossum stated that "Python acquired
lambda, reduce(), filter() and map(), courtesy of a Lisp hacker who missed them and submitted working
patches."[11] The last version released while Van Rossum was at CWI was Python 1.2. In 1995, Van Rossum
continued his work on Python at the Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI) in Reston,
Virginia whence he released several versions. By version 1.4, Python had acquired several new features.
Notable among these are the Modula-3 inspired keyword arguments (which are also similar to Common
Lisp's keyword arguments) and built-in support for complex numbers. Also included is a basic form of data
hiding by name mangling, though this is easily bypassed.[12] During Van Rossum's stay at CNRI, he
launched the Computer Programming for Everybody (CP4E) initiative, intending to make programming
more accessible to more people, with a basic "literacy" in programming languages, similar to the basic
English literacy and mathematics skills required by most employers. Python served a central role in this:
because of its focus on clean syntax, it was already suitable, and CP4E's goals bore similarities to its
predecessor, ABC. The project was funded by DARPA.[13] As of 2007, the CP4E project is inactive, and
while Python attempts to be easily learnable and not too arcane in its syntax and semantics, reaching out to
non-programmers is not an active concern.[14] Here are what people are saying about the book: This is the
best beginner's tutorial I've ever seen! Thank you for your effort. -- Walt Michalik The best thing i found
was "A Byte of Python," which is simply a brilliant book for a beginner. It's well written, the concepts are
well explained with self evident examples. -- Joshua Robin Excellent gentle introduction to programming
#Python for beginners -- Shan Rajasekaran Best newbie guide to python -- Nickson Kaigi start to love
python with every single page read -- Herbert Feutl perfect beginners guide for python, will give u key to
unlock magical world of python
Python Data Science Handbook Jake VanderPlas 2016-11-21 For many researchers, Python is a firstclass tool mainly because of its libraries for storing, manipulating, and gaining insight from data. Several
resources exist for individual pieces of this data science stack, but only with the Python Data Science
Handbook do you get them all—IPython, NumPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, Scikit-Learn, and other related tools.
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Working scientists and data crunchers familiar with reading and writing Python code will find this
comprehensive desk reference ideal for tackling day-to-day issues: manipulating, transforming, and
cleaning data; visualizing different types of data; and using data to build statistical or machine learning
models. Quite simply, this is the must-have reference for scientific computing in Python. With this
handbook, you’ll learn how to use: IPython and Jupyter: provide computational environments for data
scientists using Python NumPy: includes the ndarray for efficient storage and manipulation of dense data
arrays in Python Pandas: features the DataFrame for efficient storage and manipulation of
labeled/columnar data in Python Matplotlib: includes capabilities for a flexible range of data visualizations
in Python Scikit-Learn: for efficient and clean Python implementations of the most important and
established machine learning algorithms
Natural Language Processing with Python Steven Bird 2009-06-12 This book offers a highly accessible
introduction to natural language processing, the field that supports a variety of language technologies,
from predictive text and email filtering to automatic summarization and translation. With it, you'll learn
how to write Python programs that work with large collections of unstructured text. You'll access richly
annotated datasets using a comprehensive range of linguistic data structures, and you'll understand the
main algorithms for analyzing the content and structure of written communication. Packed with examples
and exercises, Natural Language Processing with Python will help you: Extract information from
unstructured text, either to guess the topic or identify "named entities" Analyze linguistic structure in text,
including parsing and semantic analysis Access popular linguistic databases, including WordNet and
treebanks Integrate techniques drawn from fields as diverse as linguistics and artificial intelligence This
book will help you gain practical skills in natural language processing using the Python programming
language and the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) open source library. If you're interested in developing
web applications, analyzing multilingual news sources, or documenting endangered languages -- or if you're
simply curious to have a programmer's perspective on how human language works -- you'll find Natural
Language Processing with Python both fascinating and immensely useful.
Python Crash Course Eric Matthes 2015-11-01 Python Crash Course is a fast-paced, thorough
introduction to Python that will have you writing programs, solving problems, and making things that work
in no time. In the first half of the book, you’ll learn about basic programming concepts, such as lists,
dictionaries, classes, and loops, and practice writing clean and readable code with exercises for each topic.
You’ll also learn how to make your programs interactive and how to test your code safely before adding it to
a project. In the second half of the book, you’ll put your new knowledge into practice with three substantial
projects: a Space Invaders–inspired arcade game, data visualizations with Python’s super-handy libraries,
and a simple web app you can deploy online. As you work through Python Crash Course you’ll learn how to:
–Use powerful Python libraries and tools, including matplotlib, NumPy, and Pygal –Make 2D games that
respond to keypresses and mouse clicks, and that grow more difficult as the game progresses –Work with
data to generate interactive visualizations –Create and customize Web apps and deploy them safely online
–Deal with mistakes and errors so you can solve your own programming problems If you’ve been thinking
seriously about digging into programming, Python Crash Course will get you up to speed and have you
writing real programs fast. Why wait any longer? Start your engines and code! Uses Python 2 and 3
Python Basics Dan Bader 2021-03-16 Make the Leap From Beginner to Intermediate in Python... Python
Basics: A Practical Introduction to Python 3 Your Complete Python Curriculum-With Exercises, Interactive
Quizzes, and Sample Projects What should you learn about Python in the beginning to get a strong
foundation? With Python Basics, you'll not only cover the core concepts you really need to know, but you'll
also learn them in the most efficient order with the help of practical exercises and interactive quizzes.
You'll know enough to be dangerous with Python, fast! Who Should Read This Book If you're new to Python,
you'll get a practical, step-by-step roadmap on developing your foundational skills. You'll be introduced to
each concept and language feature in a logical order. Every step in this curriculum is explained and
illustrated with short, clear code samples. Our goal with this book is to educate, not to impress or
intimidate. If you're familiar with some basic programming concepts, you'll get a clear and well-tested
introduction to Python. This is a practical introduction to Python that jumps right into the meat and
potatoes without sacrificing substance. If you have prior experience with languages like VBA, PowerShell,
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R, Perl, C, C++, C#, Java, or Swift the numerous exercises within each chapter will fast-track your
progress. If you're a seasoned developer, you'll get a Python 3 crash course that brings you up to speed
with modern Python programming. Mix and match the chapters that interest you the most and use the
interactive quizzes and review exercises to check your learning progress as you go along. If you're a selfstarter completely new to coding, you'll get practical and motivating examples. You'll begin by installing
Python and setting up a coding environment on your computer from scratch, and then continue from there.
We'll get you coding right away so that you become competent and knowledgeable enough to solve realworld problems, fast. Develop a passion for programming by solving interesting problems with Python
every day! If you're looking to break into a coding or data-science career, you'll pick up the practical
foundations with this book. We won't just dump a boat load of theoretical information on you so you can
"sink or swim"-instead you'll learn from hands-on, practical examples one step at a time. Each concept is
broken down for you so you'll always know what you can do with it in practical terms. If you're interested in
teaching others "how to Python," this will be your guidebook. If you're looking to stoke the coding flame in
your coworkers, kids, or relatives-use our material to teach them. All the sequencing has been done for you
so you'll always know what to cover next and how to explain it. What Python Developers Say About The
Book: "Go forth and learn this amazing language using this great book." - Michael Kennedy, Talk Python
"The wording is casual, easy to understand, and makes the information flow well." - Thomas Wong,
Pythonista "I floundered for a long time trying to teach myself. I slogged through dozens of incomplete
online tutorials. I snoozed through hours of boring screencasts. I gave up on countless crufty books from
big-time publishers. And then I found Real Python. The easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions break the
big concepts down into bite-sized chunks written in plain English. The authors never forget their audience
and are consistently thorough and detailed in their explanations. I'm up and running now, but I constantly
refer to the material for guidance." - Jared Nielsen, Pythonista
Python Programming John M. Zelle 2004 This book is suitable for use in a university-level first course in
computing (CS1), as well as the increasingly popular course known as CS0. It is difficult for many students
to master basic concepts in computer science and programming. A large portion of the confusion can be
blamed on the complexity of the tools and materials that are traditionally used to teach CS1 and CS2. This
textbook was written with a single overarching goal: to present the core concepts of computer science as
simply as possible without being simplistic.
Fluent Python Luciano Ramalho 2015-07-30 Python’s simplicity lets you become productive quickly, but
this often means you aren’t using everything it has to offer. With this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how to
write effective, idiomatic Python code by leveraging its best—and possibly most neglected—features.
Author Luciano Ramalho takes you through Python’s core language features and libraries, and shows you
how to make your code shorter, faster, and more readable at the same time. Many experienced
programmers try to bend Python to fit patterns they learned from other languages, and never discover
Python features outside of their experience. With this book, those Python programmers will thoroughly
learn how to become proficient in Python 3. This book covers: Python data model: understand how special
methods are the key to the consistent behavior of objects Data structures: take full advantage of built-in
types, and understand the text vs bytes duality in the Unicode age Functions as objects: view Python
functions as first-class objects, and understand how this affects popular design patterns Object-oriented
idioms: build classes by learning about references, mutability, interfaces, operator overloading, and
multiple inheritance Control flow: leverage context managers, generators, coroutines, and concurrency
with the concurrent.futures and asyncio packages Metaprogramming: understand how properties, attribute
descriptors, class decorators, and metaclasses work
Python for Software Design Allen Downey 2009-03-09 Python for Software Design is a concise introduction
to software design using the Python programming language. The focus is on the programming process, with
special emphasis on debugging. The book includes a wide range of exercises, from short examples to
substantial projects, so that students have ample opportunity to practice each new concept.
Python Para Todos 2020-04-03 Python para Todos está diseñado para introducir a los estudiantes en la
programación y el desarrollo de software a través de un enfoque en la exploración de datos. Puedes pensar
en Python como una herramienta para resolver problemas que están más allá de las capacidades de una
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simple hoja de cálculo.Python es un lenguaje de programación fácil de usar y sencillo de aprender,
disponible de forma gratuita para equipos Macintosh, Windows, o Linux. Una vez que aprendes Python,
puedes utilizarlo el resto de tu carrera sin necesidad de comprar ningún software.Existen copias
electrónicas gratuitas de este libro en varios formatos, así como material de soporte para el libro, que pues
encontrar en es.py4e.com. Los materiales del curso están disponibles bajo una Licencia Creative Commons,
de modo que puedes adaptarlos para enseñar tu propio curso de Python.
Think Python Allen B. Downey 2015-12-02 If you want to learn how to program, working with Python is an
excellent way to start. This hands-on guide takes you through the language a step at a time, beginning with
basic programming concepts before moving on to functions, recursion, data structures, and object-oriented
design. This second edition and its supporting code have been updated for Python 3. Through exercises in
each chapter, you’ll try out programming concepts as you learn them. Think Python is ideal for students at
the high school or college level, as well as self-learners, home-schooled students, and professionals who
need to learn programming basics. Beginners just getting their feet wet will learn how to start with Python
in a browser. Start with the basics, including language syntax and semantics Get a clear definition of each
programming concept Learn about values, variables, statements, functions, and data structures in a logical
progression Discover how to work with files and databases Understand objects, methods, and objectoriented programming Use debugging techniques to fix syntax, runtime, and semantic errors Explore
interface design, data structures, and GUI-based programs through case studies
Learning Python Mark Lutz 2013-06-12 Get a comprehensive, in-depth introduction to the core Python
language with this hands-on book. Based on author Mark Lutz’s popular training course, this updated fifth
edition will help you quickly write efficient, high-quality code with Python. It’s an ideal way to begin,
whether you’re new to programming or a professional developer versed in other languages. Complete with
quizzes, exercises, and helpful illustrations, this easy-to-follow, self-paced tutorial gets you started with
both Python 2.7 and 3.3— the latest releases in the 3.X and 2.X lines—plus all other releases in common use
today. You’ll also learn some advanced language features that recently have become more common in
Python code. Explore Python’s major built-in object types such as numbers, lists, and dictionaries Create
and process objects with Python statements, and learn Python’s general syntax model Use functions to
avoid code redundancy and package code for reuse Organize statements, functions, and other tools into
larger components with modules Dive into classes: Python’s object-oriented programming tool for
structuring code Write large programs with Python’s exception-handling model and development tools
Learn advanced Python tools, including decorators, descriptors, metaclasses, and Unicode processing
Programming in Python 3 Mark Summerfield 2008-12-16 Python 3 is the best version of the language
yet: It is more powerful, convenient, consistent, and expressive than ever before. Now, leading Python
programmer Mark Summerfield demonstrates how to write code that takes full advantage of Python 3’s
features and idioms. The first book written from a completely “Python 3” viewpoint, Programming in Python
3 brings together all the knowledge you need to write any program, use any standard or third-party Python
3 library, and create new library modules of your own. Summerfield draws on his many years of Python
experience to share deep insights into Python 3 development you won’t find anywhere else. He begins by
illuminating Python’s “beautiful heart”: the eight key elements of Python you need to write robust, highperformance programs. Building on these core elements, he introduces new topics designed to strengthen
your practical expertise—one concept and hands-on example at a time. This book’s coverage includes
Developing in Python using procedural, object-oriented, and functional programming paradigms Creating
custom packages and modules Writing and reading binary, text, and XML files, including optional
compression, random access, and text and XML parsing Leveraging advanced data types, collections,
control structures, and functions Spreading program workloads across multiple processes and threads
Programming SQL databases and key-value DBM files Utilizing Python’s regular expression mini-language
and module Building usable, efficient, GUI-based applications Advanced programming techniques,
including generators, function and class decorators, context managers, descriptors, abstract base classes,
metaclasses, and more Programming in Python 3 serves as both tutorial and language reference, and it is
accompanied by extensive downloadable example code—all of it tested with the final version of Python 3 on
Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X.
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Head First Python Paul Barry 2016-11-21 Want to learn the Python language without slogging your way
through how-to manuals? With Head First Python, you’ll quickly grasp Python’s fundamentals, working with
the built-in data structures and functions. Then you’ll move on to building your very own webapp, exploring
database management, exception handling, and data wrangling. If you’re intrigued by what you can do with
context managers, decorators, comprehensions, and generators, it’s all here. This second edition is a
complete learning experience that will help you become a bonafide Python programmer in no time. Why
does this book look so different? Based on the latest research in cognitive science and learning theory,
Head First Pythonuses a visually rich format to engage your mind, rather than a text-heavy approach that
puts you to sleep. Why waste your time struggling with new concepts? This multi-sensory learning
experience is designed for the way your brain really works.
Python for Data Analysis Wes McKinney 2017-09-25 Get complete instructions for manipulating,
processing, cleaning, and crunching datasets in Python. Updated for Python 3.6, the second edition of this
hands-on guide is packed with practical case studies that show you how to solve a broad set of data analysis
problems effectively. You’ll learn the latest versions of pandas, NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the process.
Written by Wes McKinney, the creator of the Python pandas project, this book is a practical, modern
introduction to data science tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new to Python and for Python
programmers new to data science and scientific computing. Data files and related material are available on
GitHub. Use the IPython shell and Jupyter notebook for exploratory computing Learn basic and advanced
features in NumPy (Numerical Python) Get started with data analysis tools in the pandas library Use
flexible tools to load, clean, transform, merge, and reshape data Create informative visualizations with
matplotlib Apply the pandas groupby facility to slice, dice, and summarize datasets Analyze and manipulate
regular and irregular time series data Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with thorough,
detailed examples
Python All-in-One For Dummies John C. Shovic 2021-03-29 The one-stop resource for all your Python
queries Powerful and flexible, Python is one of the most popular programming languages in the world. It's
got all the right stuff for the software driving the cutting-edge of the development world—machine learning,
robotics, artificial intelligence, data science, etc. The good news is that it’s also pretty straightforward to
learn, with a simplified syntax, natural-language flow, and an amazingly supportive user community. The
latest edition of Python All-in-One For Dummies gives you an inside look at the exciting possibilities offered
in the Python world and provides a springboard to launch yourself into wherever you want your coding
career to take you. These 7 straightforward and friendly mini-books assume the reader is a beginning
programmer, and cover everything from the basic elements of Python code to introductions to the specific
applications where you'll use it. Intended as a hands-on reference, the focus is on practice over theory,
providing you with examples to follow as well as code for you to copy and start modifying in the "real
world"—helping you get up and running in your area of interest almost right away. This means you'll be
finishing off your first app or building and remote-controlling your own robot much faster than you can
believe. Get a thorough grounding in the language basics Learn how the syntax is applied in high-profile
industries Apply Python to projects in enterprise Find out how Python can get you into hot careers in AI, big
data, and more Whether you're a newbie coder or just want to add Python to your magic box of tricks, this
is the perfect, practical introduction—and one you'll return to as you grow your career.
Deep Learning with Python Francois Chollet 2017-11-30 Summary Deep Learning with Python
introduces the field of deep learning using the Python language and the powerful Keras library. Written by
Keras creator and Google AI researcher François Chollet, this book builds your understanding through
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intuitive explanations and practical examples. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology Machine learning has made
remarkable progress in recent years. We went from near-unusable speech and image recognition, to nearhuman accuracy. We went from machines that couldn't beat a serious Go player, to defeating a world
champion. Behind this progress is deep learning—a combination of engineering advances, best practices,
and theory that enables a wealth of previously impossible smart applications. About the Book Deep
Learning with Python introduces the field of deep learning using the Python language and the powerful
Keras library. Written by Keras creator and Google AI researcher François Chollet, this book builds your
understanding through intuitive explanations and practical examples. You'll explore challenging concepts
and practice with applications in computer vision, natural-language processing, and generative models. By
the time you finish, you'll have the knowledge and hands-on skills to apply deep learning in your own
projects. What's Inside Deep learning from first principles Setting up your own deep-learning environment
Image-classification models Deep learning for text and sequences Neural style transfer, text generation,
and image generation About the Reader Readers need intermediate Python skills. No previous experience
with Keras, TensorFlow, or machine learning is required. About the Author François Chollet works on deep
learning at Google in Mountain View, CA. He is the creator of the Keras deep-learning library, as well as a
contributor to the TensorFlow machine-learning framework. He also does deep-learning research, with a
focus on computer vision and the application of machine learning to formal reasoning. His papers have
been published at major conferences in the field, including the Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern
Recognition (CVPR), the Conference and Workshop on Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS), the
International Conference on Learning Representations (ICLR), and others. Table of Contents PART 1 FUNDAMENTALS OF DEEP LEARNING What is deep learning? Before we begin: the mathematical
building blocks of neural networks Getting started with neural networks Fundamentals of machine learning
PART 2 - DEEP LEARNING IN PRACTICE Deep learning for computer vision Deep learning for text and
sequences Advanced deep-learning best practices Generative deep learning Conclusions appendix A Installing Keras and its dependencies on Ubuntu appendix B - Running Jupyter notebooks on an EC2 GPU
instance
Dive Into Python Mark Pilgrim 2004-07-12 * Quick start to learning python—very example oriented
approach * Book has its own Web site established by the author: http://diveintopython.org/ Author is well
known in the Open Source community and the book has a unique quick approach to learning an object
oriented language.
Python for Bioinformatics Sebastian Bassi 2017-08-07 In today's data driven biology, programming
knowledge is essential in turning ideas into testable hypothesis. Based on the author’s extensive
experience, Python for Bioinformatics, Second Edition helps biologists get to grips with the basics of
software development. Requiring no prior knowledge of programming-related concepts, the book focuses
on the easy-to-use, yet powerful, Python computer language. This new edition is updated throughout to
Python 3 and is designed not just to help scientists master the basics, but to do more in less time and in a
reproducible way. New developments added in this edition include NoSQL databases, the Anaconda Python
distribution, graphical libraries like Bokeh, and the use of Github for collaborative development.
Más Allá de Dynamo Kevin Himmelreich 2020-11-26 Libro de Python que explica lo necesario para
trabajar en la metodología BIM con Dynamo y Revit. A través de un enfoque práctico interesante para
profesionales que no hayan programado nunca y sirviéndoles como introducción a otras publicaciones más
especializadas.Este manual está basado en más de 10 años de experiencia en proyectos desarrollados con
la metodología BIM y más de 5 años de experiencia docente como Instructor certificado de Autodesk (ACI).
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